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Your own rural retreat...
Set in the heart of the village of Harringworth in the Welland Valley,
near to the historic market town of Uppingham stands this enchanting
stone walled retreat dating back to the 1700’s. Once a collection of
three traditional farm cottages, here is a unique period home that
warmly welcomes friends and family yet encourages moments of
reflection and contemplation.
As you arrive at the gravelled courtyard entrance, admire the unusual
stonework flying buttress that hints to its previous architectural
heritage but these days simply provides rustic charm and character.
There is plenty of space for parking within the attractive walled
courtyard or you can make use of the large garage.
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Step through the wooden front door and enter the hallway. To your
right is the cloakroom where your guests can freshen up on arrival.
Back in the hall, walk past the stairs and you will reach the sitting
room. In pride of place the striking inglenook fireplace with cast iron
dog grate and flagstone hearth steals the show and coaxes you to stay
awhile… throw another log onto the fire, curl up, huddle down and
stay cosy. Meanwhile, in the warmer summer months cast open both
sets of French doors and invite the cooling breeze from the outside in
– this is truly a wonderful space to be enjoyed all year round.

‘In pride of place the
striking inglenook fireplace
with cast iron dog grate
and flagstone hearth steals
the show and coaxes you to
stay awhile…’
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Move through the stripped pine and glazed double doors and enter
your formal dining room. Filled with natural daylight, a Chinese
Chippendale inspired window overlooks the courtyard and another
opens onto the rear garden; this cosy room is very enchanting with its
beamed ceiling and large decorative fireplace.
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Walk straight on back through the sitting room and you’ll arrive at your country
kitchen. Here, custom made pieces of furniture and the owner’s antique dining
table are paired with terracotta flag stone tiles, while the ancient walls are finished
in a subtle limewash colour that complements the old beams and reflect the
sunlight as it tracks the rear of the house. Rustic exposed beams line the ceiling
and windows and rough-hewn stone walls nod to the humble beginnings of this
country home. Step outside onto your terraced patio and walled garden.
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‘Rustic exposed beams
line the ceiling and
windows and roughhewn stone walls
nod to the humble
beginnings of this
country home’

Back inside, a further doorway from the kitchen leads into the more
recent addition of light and bright room with a walk-in pantry
that cleverly links the house with the workshop, garage and office.
Currently used as a home office and snug, this flexible space would
also make a wonderful, bright playroom suitable for a young family.
Next to the garage, the office is a great space with plenty of natural
daylight with plumbed heating, lighting and electricity connections.
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Step upstairs
From the hallway take the stairs to the landing area with a striking
reclaimed church balustrade. To your left is the master bedroom with
its own en suite bathroom with bath, hand basin and lavatory. Just add
some soothing music, fluffy towels, a scented candle and take a restful
dip in the warm bath…your own relaxing sanctuary awaits!
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Next, are two single bedrooms and
a recently refurbished bathroom
with basin, lavatory and bath with a
shower fitted over one end. At the
end of the corridor there is another
pretty double bedroom with fitted
bookcases and open shelving. The
final bedroom to discover is just
along the landing and has its own
en suite shower room.
A large attic space could be
converted into additional bedroom
accommodation, STLPP.
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Time to explore outside
There are numerous outdoor entertaining areas dotted
around the west facing garden with your own
sun-trapped al fresco dining area conveniently situated next
to the kitchen. Set the breakfast table and relax here with
the morning’s papers and a freshly brewed coffee before the
family descends for the day!
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What the owner loves about Weathertrees…
Next, you will be drawn to the wonderful
summer house pavilion with its pretty windows
and French doors, making it the perfect spot to
retire to with a refreshing gin and tonic on a
balmy summer’s evening or the go-to sheltered
spot should the weather turn for the worse.
The garden is set with mature trees and planted
borders and offers plenty of space for games and
family fun.
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The workshop, garage and office can be accessed
both from inside the home and from the
courtyard aspect and offers really useable and
flexible spaces suitable for working from home.

“This home is a perfect, light-filled
house for relaxing or entertaining
in all seasons – inside and out!
We’ve enjoyed so many happy years
here, but now it’s time for another
family to call Weathertrees home”.

Countryside Charm
Set in the Northamptonshire village of Harringworth and on the borders of Rutland county, Weathertrees
is a home to be enjoyed all year round, where the days can be dedicated to the pleasure of long walks and
entertaining.
The Welland Viaduct (known locally as ‘The Harringworth Viaduct’), occasionally wrapped in ethereal mist,
the cushioned silence of a landscape padded with snow or established in the haze of a summer’s day beckons
and calls for adventure and discovery, there are many paths for exploring and access to open countryside all
around for energetic walks or gentle evening strolls.

Further Afield
A few miles away you will find the charming market towns of Uppingham, Oakham and Stamford.
The nearest mainline railway station is Corby just under 7 miles away.
Local towns - distances and approximate travel times
Uppingham 4.8 miles, 9 minutes
Corby 6.9 miles, 13 minutes
Oakham 9.9 miles, 16 minutes

Stamford 10.6 miles, 16 minutes
Market Harborough 16.7 miles, 29 minutes
Leicester 23.5 miles, 41 minutes
WEATHERTREES
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The Finer Details
Main House = 2513 Sq Ft/233 Sq M
Workshop & Garage = 237 Sq Ft/22 Sq M
Office = 258 Sq Ft/24 Sq M
Total = 3008 Sq Ft/279 Sq M

Gas central heating
Mains Water and Electricity
Mains Drainage
Northamptonshire County Council, council tax band F
Freehold

Please note; Local area authority planning consent was once granted for an
attic conversion providing further bedroom accommodation – this has since
lapsed and any future conversion would be subject to a new and separate
application. However, if you are interested to learn more about this original
concept, please ask us for a copy of the plans and we will be happy to help.
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What we love about the home...

Made of local, buttery coloured limestone the home’s
façade is punctuated by pretty windows and is deceptively
spacious. Step inside and the interior layout and flow is
immediately welcoming and embracing.
WEATHERTREES
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Weathertrees, Gretton Road, Harringworth,
Northamptonshire NN17 3AD

To view, call David or Lottie Crooke
on 01572 497 070 Email: team@pelhamjames.co.uk
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